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Bramfield - Sally Rainbow’s Dell 

Background 

Sally rainbow’s dell is a deep chalk pit where a witch, Sally Rainbow, lived in a cave. The area was 

avoided by everyone so, it is said, Dick Turpin used it as a hideout. 

General 

The night was a mild one with a gentle breeze, direction could not be determined as we were in a wood. 

The sky was clearing during the investigation. There was quite a bit of noise from leaves rustling high 

up in the trees, the sound of passing aircraft, traffic noises and the sound of people from the south-

southwest (towards Panshanger). 

Vigil 1: North Side of Pit – 21:30 to 22:00 

For this vigil the team positioned themselves at the top of the dell on the north side. Steph sat at the end 

of a projecting area of chalk just far enough away from the pit so that Team 1 (in the dell) was screened 

by the edge of the dell. Bill 

sat to the east of a large 

depression ten metres from 

the edge of the dell. For the 

positions of the team 

members see the plan on the 

right. 

21:34 Steph measures the 

temperature +14°C. 

21:40 Steph can smell food 

cooking, like a stew. 

21:42 A helicopter passes 

by almost overhead 

from east to west. 

 Steph gets the word 

sorrow come in to 

her head.  

21:43 Bill measures the 

temperature at +10.5 

to +11ºC using his 

infrared thermometer 

and +17.2ºC with a 

pressure of 981.5mb 

measured on his 
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compass/thermometer. The latter is attached to his coat so it does not record the ambient 

temperature but will show any local changes in temperature. 

21:45 Steph feels really quite sad in this location. She also feels a sense of loneliness and being 

unwanted. 

21:47 Bill sees a streak of light to his right. It appeared to be about five metres away and about one 

and a half metres tall and thirty centimetres wide. The streak was pale and see-through, 

appearing misty. When he saw the patch it was in his periphery vision and lasted less than a 

second. 

21:51 Steph feels strongly drawn down in to the dell where Andy and Trevor are. 

21:52 The sound of movement is heard by Bill coming from the southwest by south (in the dell) and 

sounded like breaking twigs. 

21:53 Steph hears what sounds like someone walking amongst the trees to her right but cannot see 

anyone. 

21:54 Bill hears a loud crack, again coming from the southwest by south. 

 Steph hears a lot of twig snapping coming from the dell and thinks this must be Team 1. 

21:55 Bill measures the temperature at +10 to +11ºC using his infrared thermometer and +16.9ºC with 

a pressure of 990.1mb on his compass/thermometer. This is a negligible change in temperature 

from the 21:43 measurement that he did, but a large change in pressure (8.6mb). 

22:00 Steph has a feeling of being ‘left here’. 

Vigil 2: Bottom of Dell – 22:12 to 22:40 

For this vigil both team members sat in virtually the only clear area at the bottom of the dell near a pile 

of wood and tyres. This was a very sheltered spot with no breeze. Bill sat to the north of the area facing 

almost due south with Steph positioned south by west of him. This was one of the few areas without 

trees. For the positions of the team members see the plan on the preceding page. Both Bill and Steph 

placed their EMF meter on the ground near them as suggested by Andy F. In addition Bill placed his 

ElectroSmog detector by his EMF meter. 

22:14 Steph measures the temperature as +14°C. 

22:15 Bill measures the temperature at +11 to +11.5ºC using his infrared thermometer and +17.7ºC 

with a pressure of 991.3mb on his compass/thermometer. 

22:16 Steph hears a soft hissing noise in the nettles to her right. 

22:19 Steph gets the feeling of being imprisoned or trapped like she should never try and leave this 

place. As she has this feeling she looks over around the top of the dell, as she looks over her left 

shoulder she catches a glimpse of a dark figure standing up on the bank. 

22:22 Steph can hear a voice and a crowd cheering in the distance, followed by music.  

22:24 Bill sees a black shadow moving from right to left at the top of the slope. The shadow was large 

and quite dark, almost black. From the compass bearing taken at the time (162º) this would be 

to the south-southeast. When observed the shadow was over his left shoulder but that would be 

more like to the east by south (111º) an error of 51º. The direction Bill was facing (almost due 

south) would be correct as there is a very distinctive tree at the top of the dell, marked by the  
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on the plan on the preceding page, which is correct as the tree was just to the right of Steph as 

Bill faced her. This makes the shadow bearing in error but the reason is unknown. 

22:25 A dull patch of light is seen by Bill in the area where the shadow he saw at 22:24 originated. 

Again it was at the top of the slope and about forty centimetres across. The patch lasted a very 

short length of time. 

22:29 Bill measures the temperature at +9.5 to +10.5ºC using his infrared thermometer and +18.2ºC 

with a pressure of 991.3mb on his compass/thermometer. 

 Steph is recalling lots of high school memories for some reason.  

22:32 Steph notes it feels calm and empty in the dell now. When she was sitting on the bank above it 

was like something was down here but whatever that was seems to have gone.  

22:37 The music/singing Steph can hear in the distance keeps rising and dipping in volume and she is 

finding it very distracting. 

22:38 Towards the end of the vigil, Steph thinks about the next investigation site at Tewin as she 

cannot concentrate as the music is distracting her. As she thinks she sees the word ‘Tewin’ 

being written in head and a heart being drawn next to it and roughly coloured in. She has no 

idea what this means or symbolises.  

22:40 Steph suddenly feels the area has gone cold and she no longer feels calm. Steph feels 

uncomfortable and wants to leave, she is thankful the vigil is about to end.  

Tewin, St Peter’s Church 

General 

In this area there was very little noise, a gentle breeze and skies which were covered in a thin layer of 

altocumulus cloud. The only noise was faint traffic noise from the west by south to the south-

southwest. 

Background 

The spirit of Lady Sabine lingers in St Peter's churchyard near the monument to her husband General 

Sabine. In the early 1980s two people were visiting the church and heard the rustling of a crinoline skirt 

in the aisle. Whilst in the bell tower they felt a strong female presence. 

Lady Sabine lived at Tewin House which was later demolished so that all that now remains is a wall on 

the eastern side of St Peter's churchyard. When the house was still standing it was said to be haunted by 

the ghost of Lady Sabine who also haunts St Peter's churchyard. 

Another resident of Tewin, Lady Ann Grimston, had unorthodox views on religion so when she lay 

dying in 1713 she questioned whether there was life after death. She is alleged to have said that if she 

would rise again then may seven trees spring from her tomb. Today her grave is surrounded by iron 

railings and split by a tree which has grown into seven parts. Ann's ghost has been seen in the 

churchyard especially by the bell ringers who tend to be there late at night. 
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Vigil: Near Lady Ann Grimston’s Grave – 00:08 to 00:30 

For this vigil Steph sat to the east of Lady Ann Grimston’s grave whilst Bill sat close to the bricked up 

gateway through the wall in the northeast of the graveyard (the gateway to Tewin House). For the 

positions of the team members see the plan at the bottom of the page. 

00:10 Steph measures the temperature as +12°C. 

00:12 Steph sees a small red pinprick of light just above the ground to the right of the gravestone in 

front of her. She notes it seemed to hover for a couple of seconds before disappearing.  

00:15 Bill measures the temperature at +7.5 to +8.5ºC using his infrared thermometer and +16.9ºC 

with a pressure of 993.6mb on his compass/thermometer. 

00:18 Steph thinks the church has an odd feel to it. 

00:19 Bill sees something light moving quite fast from right to left. It was like a person wearing a 

light shirt and running from Lady Ann Grimston’s grave towards Steph’s vigil site. The ‘figure’ 

was first seen to the south-southwest. 

00:21 A large patch of light is seen by Bill quite close to where the figure of 00:19 was first seen by 

him. The patch was short-lived. 

00:22 A lot of noise is noted by Bill coming from the south (could be horses in the adjacent field in 

amongst the trees just beyond the wall). 

00:24 Steph hears movement and a clunking noise from the other side of the wall behind her. She then 

hears what sounds like water running and more strange noises of squeaking and rustling. As 
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Steph looks over her shoulder towards the wall, she can see the branches of the tree on the other 

side moving up and down. Steph notes this is obviously horses in the field.  

00:27 Bill measures the temperature at +6.5 to +7ºC using his infrared thermometer and +17.7ºC with 

a pressure of 993.7mb on his compass/thermometer. 

Equipment List 

Bill Digital Camera: General Electric E1480W 

Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-SR90E 

CCTV Camera: LYD-804C (as infrared source) 

EMF Detector: Hutech 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: CHY 110 

ElectroSmog Meter: Cornet ED-7 

Digital Compass/Altimeter/Thermometer: WS110 

Li-ion Battery: Mingtongda T-1248A 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Steph Digital Camera: Olympus µ Digital 600 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus VN-480PC 

Gauss Meter 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: Tecpel DIT-512 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

 


